
6th Grade Spelling Words 

adequate Internet users should use adequate virus 
protection.

administration
The school administration planned on 
doing more fundraisers for the school.admire We admire your tenacity.

agitation She was wringing her hands in agitation.astonish Your curious questions never fail to astonish me.

attention How long is your attention span?cancellation There has only been one school cancellation 
this morning. clumsy The toddler was clumsy but cute.

collection Do you have a collection of key chains?
comedy My favorite comedy show is on tonight.

convention The convention was supposed to be three 
days long. decorate Will you decorate your home for your party?

deduction The tax deduction was for donating to charity. destination The train’s final destination was 
San Francisco.

destruction The fallen crane caused destruction to a 
row of houses. determination

If you have determination, you will succeed 
at anything you do.distance The school is quite a distance from your home.

endure The new teacher had to endure a lot of 
misbehavior.

generation Which generation are you in your family?

honesty Integrity and honesty are important to being 
a good person.

incentive Some teachers offer candy as an 
incentive to hand in homework.

infection The viral infection had been easily contained 
with antibiotic.

injury His knee  injury kept him out of the football 
game.

insulation My Grandpa will put extra insulation in his 
attic to save energy.

investigation The investigation didn’t last very long.

lemonade We sold lemonade from our driveway.

magnify I will magnify the results so that you can see 
them better.

method There was a new method by which we 
were supposed to complete our work.

modern I think your home has a very modern design.

morale The morale of the team was high after the 
pep rally.

occupation What kind of occupation do you want to do 
someday?

orientation Did you go orientation on the first day of 
school?

prescription The prescription would expire in three months.

property The pool toys are his personal property.

reaction Did you see Molly’s first reaction about the 
good news?

reception Was your family at the wedding reception?

recommendation
I hope Mrs. Cook writes me a good 
recommendation for the study abroad trip.

reconcile Later this evening, we should reconcile our 
bank statement.

reflection It’s always good to save time for reflection 
of the day’s events.

relaxation What do you do for relaxation or fun?

reluctant We were reluctant to tell him the truth.

situation Is there some type of situation that 
needs to be addressed here?

solution I finally figured out the solution to the complex 
math problem.

strict My Dad is not strict at all.

swimming Bob loved swimming in the summer.

television The television always has to stay off until 
my homework is done.

thunderstorm The thunderstorm scared the pets.

tissue Could you pass me a tissue?

turmoil The city was in turmoil after the riots.

vouch I vouch for the quality of my products




